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ABSTRACT: The present work focuses on the inclusion complexations (ICs) of rosuvastatin calcium (RSV) with beta (b) 
ve gama (g) derivatives of native cyclodextrins (CDs) and investigate effects on improved solubility and dissolution rate. 
The phase solubility studies illustrated that RSV solubility increased in the presence of gCD with a negative deviation 
that indicates AN type diagrams, while βCD showed Bs type, upon addition of βCD, an increase in the solubility of the 
drug was observed up to a particular point. ICs of RSV were prepared with β and gCD by at 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4 different 
molar ratios by freeze drying method. FT-IR and DSC results revealed formation of ICs between RSV and CD. High drug 
loading efficiency was obtained for all ICs in the range of 99.41–101.84%. Water solubility studies showed that βCD ICs 
have increased solubility of RSV about 1.3 times regardless of CD ratios(p>0.05). As compared to βCD ICs, RSV 
solubility was significantly greater in gCD ICs and increased up to 1.45, 1.72 and 2.00 fold at 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4 ratio, 
respectively. Conspicuously, RSV solubility increased with increasing ratio of gCD(p<0.05). Compared dissolution 
profiles with pure RSV, all ICs showed improved dissolution rates and immediate release profiles. However multiple 
point comparison of dissolution profiles indicated that gCD ICs have higher drug release. Particularly gCD ICs at 1:4 
ratio released the highest RSV with 95.12% at 3 min and 100% completion in 15 min. It is concluded that gCD provided a 
better improvement on RSV solubility and dissolution rate than βCD. 

KEYWORDS: Rosuvastatin calcium; beta cyclodextrin; gama cyclodextrin; inclusion complexation; dissolution rate; 
solubility.  

 1.  INTRODUCTION 

An orally administered drug must first be dissolved in the gastrointestinal fluids to reach into the 
bloodstream and sites of action. In the absence of sufficient solubility, drugs show poor and/or variable 
absorption, tissue distribution, and also metabolic behavior [1]. In particular, poor aqueous solubility cause 
to low and variable oral bioavailability in Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) class II drugs, 
which have low solubility and high permeability [2]. Currently, poorly soluble drugs represent 
approximately 40% of the top 200 oral drugs marketed in the USA and Europe. Therefore, aqueous solubility 
is one of the most critical and important parameters in the bioavailability improvement for orally 
administered pharmaceutical products. Also, leading healthcare organizations such as the World Health 
Organization, the United States (US) Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the The International 
Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) give 
recommendations for reducing adverse effects risks of drugs by enhancing solubility and stability, and 
ultimately improving the bioavailability. Because the considerable increase in drug bioavailability can be 
used to reduce the dose of the drug [2, 3]. 

Rosuvastatin calcium (RSV) is an orally administered synthetic HMG CO-A reductase inhibitors 
(statins). It was approved by FDA in August 2003 for the treatment of hyperlipidemia. RSV has a higher 
affinity for the enzyme’s active site and more binding interactions with HMG-CoA reductase than other 
statin drugs. Studies have demonstrated that RSV was more effective in lowering LDL-C levels and 
increasing HDL-C levels compared with atorvastatin, simvastatin and pravastatin. For this reason, it 
represented a progress in the pharmacological and clinical efficacy of statins and used more widely than 
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other statin group drugs [4, 5]. However, RSV belongs to BCS class II with low solubility and high 
permeability. Due to its poor solubility in gastrointestinal fluids, RSV has limited oral dissolution and 
absorption rates. Moreover, after oral administration, RSV is extensively metabolized in the liver via 
oxidation, glucuronidation and lactonization reactions. In terms of stability, while the shelf life of tablets is 3 
years, it is only stable for 30 days in suspension form. Therefore intensive first pass metabolism combined 
with its low solubility limits oral bioavailability, about 20% and therapeutic efficacy of RSV [6, 7]. 

In today’s pharmaceutical R&D studies, solubility problems could overcome with formulation studies 
and significant improvements can be achieved in the clinical response of the drug. In order to increase the 
solubility and oral bioavailability of poorly soluble drugs in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) physiological 
conditions, various methods are applied, such as the development of salt formulations of acidic or basic 
drugs, reduction of drug particle size, preparation of amorphous solid dispersions, polymorphic form 
modifications and preparation of water-soluble complexes [8-11]. Among these methods, cyclodextrins 
(CDs) inclusion complexations (ICs) have an important role in improving the solubility and subsequently 
bioavailability of active ingredients. Therefore, they are widely used as drug carriers in various 
administration routes such as oral and local administration to solubilize insoluble drugs and increase their 
bioavailability [12]. While the free hydroxyl groups outside the cyclodextrins give a hydrophilic character, 
the oxygen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the glycosidic bonds in the cyclodextrin molecule form a 
hydrophobic cavity. The hyphrophilic outer surface of cyclodextrins allows the poorly soluble 
pharmaceuticals that form an inclusion complex with the hydrophobic structure in the cavity, to dissolve in 
the aqueous medium [13, 14]. Beside improved solubility with CD complexation of pharmaceuticals, 
numerous improved effects of CDs have been reported such as increased permeability due to the interaction 
with biological membranes, enhanced dissolution rate and profile, masking of undesirable properties, 
protection from interactions in the physiological environment and prolongation of stability and shelf life [15, 
16]. Due to their voluminous and hydrophilic nature, CDs are insignificantly absorbed from the 
gastrointestinal tract thus they are practically nontoxic in oral administration [13]. Thus, cyclodextrins are on 
the Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) list of the FDA. In addition, primary pharmacopoeias, including 
the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.), the US Pharmacopoeia/National Formulary (USP/NF), and the 
Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JPC) contain monographs of CDs [14]. Taken together, CDs are considered to be 
an ideal drug carrier that meets current requirements in oral drug administration. 

 
Figure 1. Chemical structures of of RSV, β  and g CD, and the illustration of inclusion complexations of 
RSV with β CD and g CD at different drug:CD molar ratios of 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4. 

In this context, the aim of present work was to prepare the inclusion complexations of RSV with beta 
(b) ve gama (g) derivatives of native cyclodextrins and investigate effects on improved solubility and 
dissolution rate. After phase solubility studies, ICs of RSV were formed with β CD and g CD at different 
molar ratios of 1:1,1:2 and 1:4 by using freeze drying method (Figure 1).  Physicochemical characterization of 
the ICs were performed by fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) analysis. Complexatation, solubility and dissolution rate was evaluated based on drug 
loading efficacy, water solubility and in vitro dissolution analyses. 
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Phase Solubility Studies 

The phase solubility diagram of RSV in aqueous solution was generated by plotting the dissolved RSV 
concentration (mM) against the CD concentration (mM) (Figure 2). Plotting drug solubility versus 
cyclodextrin concentration is often used for determination of stoichiometry and apparent stability of 
inclusion complexes. Higuchi and Connors analyzed the phase solubility diagrams and classified the 
relationship between solubilizer concentration and the solubility of a substrate into two main types as A and 
B types [17, 18]. According to Higuchi and Connors, the phase solubility profile of g CD illustrated that RSV 
solubility increased in the presence of g CD with a negative deviation from linearity that indicates AN type 
phase solubility diagrams [18]. A type profiles indicate that water-soluble complexes are formed with higher 
solubility than the uncomplex substrate. Otherside, β CD showed Bs type relation, upon the addition of β 
CD, an increase in the solubility of the drug was observed up to a particular point in 6 mM due to the lower 
aqueous solubility of β CD [12]. Type B phase-solubility profile of β-cyclodextrin show limited water-soluble 
complex formation. This result is in agreement with other inclusion complexes where β-cyclodextrin has 
been reported to be bound to hydrophobic drug molecules [19]. 

 
Figure 2. Phase solubility diagram of RSV in aqueous solution with β CD and g CD (mean ± SD, n = 3)  

Therefore, the 1:1 molar ratio of both Gamma and βCD inclusion complex were observed from the 
initial ascending part of curves. As shown in Figure 2, the saturation solubility of RSV increased to 9 mM 
and 9.69 mM with βCD and gamma CD, respectively. Generally, water soluble cyclodextrins form A-type 
phase solubility profiles, while less soluble cyclodextrins form B-type, so differences of phase solubility 
profile and saturation solubility observed between β CD and g CD is thought to be due to the comparatively 
higher aqueous solubility of g CD than β CD [17]. The apparent stability constants (Ks) calculated from the 
Equation 1, R2 and the solubility values are given in Table 1. RSV in g CD solution gave relatively higher 
solubility and more linear host guest correlation than β-CD. Ks values, was found to be 70.2 M−1 for β CD 
and 106.8 M−1 for g CD that expressed drug’s affinity for a certain cyclodextrin. Both K values were in range 
from 50 to 5000 M−1 therefore, ICs were considered suitable for solubility and stability improvements [20]. 

Table 1. Phase solubility parameters of the β CD and g CD 

Cyclodextrin S0 (mM) 
Stability 
Constant 

Ks 

Saturation Solubility 
(CD concentration) mM R2 

β CD 7.45 70.2 9.00 (6 mM) 0.8227 
g CD 106.8 9.69 (10 mM) 0.9356 
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2.2. Physicochemical Characterization  

2.2.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) analysis 

Thermal behaviors of the ICs, the pure drug and CDs were investigated by DSC analysis to check the 
complexation. When pure drug were successfully embedded in the cavity of CDs, characteristic peaks of the 
pure drug disappear, broaden and/or shift to different temperatures.[21]. Obtained DSC-thermograms 
grouped for β and g  CDs are shown in Figure 3. The DSC-thermogram of RSV exhibited a short endothermic 
melting peak at approximately 140 °C as reported in the literature [22]. Before the melting point, an 
endothermic process is also observed from 90 °C to 100 °C, which represents water losses. The absence of a 
well-defined thermal peak versus melting point confirms the amorphous solid form of RSV. Lastly, a 
thermal event associated with the thermal degradation of amorphous form of RSV is observed in the range 
of 148-152 °C [23]. β ve g CD thermograms showed the a sharp endothermic water loss peak. However, in 
the physical mixtures thermograms of these CDs with RSV, the presence of sharp water loss peaks of CDs is 
observed, while the characteristic thermal peaks of the amorphous structure of RSV slightly decrease and/or 
shift to different temperatures. This result is thought to be due to the weak interaction between RSV and 
CDs promoted by the heating process in the DSC analysis. 

 
Figure 3. DSC thermograms of (a) RSV, β CD, physical mixture and inclusion complexs of β CD and RSV 
(b) RSV, g  CD, physical mixture and inclusion complexs of g  CD and RSV. 

Taken together of RSV β CD and g CD complexs thermograms (Fig. 3), one endothermic peak was 
observed which was assigned to water loss of βCD and g CD. This endothermic peak shifted and intensity is 
also strongly reduced in all complexes due to interactions between RSV and CDs during complexation 
except for at 1:4 ratio of g and β CD ICs. In particular, the thermogram of 1:4 RSV-βCD ICs was also quite 
similar to the physical mixing thermogram. This result was considered the presence of free drug and 
cyclodextrin as a result of not forming a complete inclusion complex at 1:4 ratio of β CD ICs. Besides that, the 
absence of endothermic peaks of RSV was observed in all ICs thermograms indicating successful and 
complete complexation of RSV with βCD and gamma CDs [21].  

2.2.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) analysis 

Possible interaction between the functional groups and structures of the drug and the cyclodextrins as 
a result of the formation of the inclusion complex was evaluated by FT-IR analysis. The overlay of the 
obtained IR spectra of pure RSV, β CD and g  CD, along with their physical mixtures and all inclusion 
complexes, are presented in Figure 4. The IR spectrum of RSV displayed certain characteristic peaks of 
aromatic N-H stretching (3337 cm−1), C–H stretching (2968, 2931 and 2872 cm−1), C=O stretching (1435 
cm−1) and C–N bond stretching (1600-1378cm−1) like those reported in the literature [2, 6]. Due to similar 
chemical structures of pure β and g CD, basically same peaks intensity and wavelengths have emerged. Both 
cyclodextrin spectra revealed intense absorption band of free O–H group at around 3200-3400 cm−1, C–H 
stretching vibrations in range of 2930-2920 cm−1, short absorption band of hydrated (H–O–H) group 
appeared in the 1650–1640 cm−1 region and C–O–C bending and C-O stretching band observed at 
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approximately 1020, 1076 and 1150 cm−1. These were almost same as reported in the literature [20, 24]. 
Complex formation in FT-IR analyzes is usually indicated by the disappearance or broadening or the change 
in intensity and wavelengths of the characteristic peaks [25]. In the physical mixtures obtained with both 
beta and gamma CD, peaks similar to the characteristic peaks of RSV and CDs are located in the spectras. It 
revealed that no chemical interaction and destabilization had occurred between the cyclodextrins and the 
drug. However, when inclusion complexations are compared with physical mixtures, remarkable differences 
are observed in characteristic peaks of individual components. In the spectrums of all g CD ICs, a single peak 
appeared in the C-H stretching band region of cyclodextrins at around 2920 cm−1 whereas olefinic C-H 
vibrations observed at 2968, 2931 and 2872 cm−1 wavelengths of RSV vanished. On the other hand, in case of 
β CD ICs, major peak broadening and shifting were distinguished in C-H vibrations band. In addition, after 
the formation of ICs with both CDs, the absorption peaks of carbonyl C=O stretching and C–N bond 
stretching at 1435 cm−1 and 1600-1378cm−1 were slightly shifted with a marked decrease in intensity. It has 
been reported that the utilization of hydrogen atoms for intermolecular bond formation causes a reduction 
in the frequency of the characteristic peak in complexation [26]. Therefore, these differences were considered 
that existence of hydrogen bond interactions between the carbonyl and amine groups of RSV and the 
hydroxyl groups of g CD. Bottom line, carbonyl and amine groups were involved in integrating drug 
molecules into the CD cavity [27]. Moreover, for both spectras of β CD ICs and g CD ICs, increased intensity 
was observed in the broad band at around 3,300-3,400 cm-1, compared to the characteristic peaks of the main 
components (O-H strectching of CDs and cyclic amine N-H strectching of RSV). This result was attributed to 
the hydrogen bonds occured by the complexation [26]. Complexation with g C and β CD has completely 
modified spectral regions of individual components suggesting stable inclusion complex formation. 

 
Figure 4. FT-IR spectrums of (a) RSV, β CD and their physical mixtures and inclusion complexes, (b) RSV, 
g CD and their physical mixtures and inclusion complexes. 

  

(a)                                                                      (b)
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2.3. Solubility and Drug Loading Efficiency Studies 

The solubility of RSV in water increased respectively from 7.76 mg/mL to 10.47, 10.63 and 9.96 
mg/mL for β CD ICs, and 11.23, 13.31 and 15.54 mg/mL for g CDs at 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4 molar ratio. As 
anticipated, RSV solubility was enhanced after complexation with both cyclodextrin derivatives. The 
increase in the solubility could be observed as a result of the wetting property and hydrophilicity of the CD 
as well as the incorporation of the drug into the hydrophobic cavity of the CD [28]. Therefore this result 
confirms the formation of stable inclusion complexes between the RSV and both CDs alongside with 
obtained Ks values. In addition, dissimilar enhancements in water solubility were observed between 
cyclodextrins and molar ratios. The calculated fold increases in water solubility of RSV with β CD ICs and g 
CD ICs were also illustrated in Figure 5. The fold increase results showed that ICs with β CD have increased 
solubility of RSV about 1.3 times regardless of CD molar ratios (p>0.05). As compared to ICs with β CD, the 
solubility of RSV was significantly greater in ICs with g CD and increased up to 1.45, 1.72 and 2.0 fold at 1:1, 
1:2 and 1:4 molar ratio, respectively. Conspicuously, RSV solubility increased in relation to the molar ratio of 
g CD (p<0.05). The observed solubility increase in line with the g CD molar ratio could be attributed as the 
formations of noninclusion complexes and complex aggregates that capable of dissolving drug with micelle-
like structures, beside drug-cyclodextrin inclusion complex formation [17]. As a result, while both CDs ICs 
significantly provided an increase in solubility compared to pure RSV, in comparison (p<0.05), g CD ICs 
achieved higher effect on solubility enhancement than β CD ICs suggesting g CD is a more efficient 
solubilizer for RSV (p<0.05). This finding may be due to the lower Ks value of β-CDs obtained as a result of 
the less affinity of β-CD to RSV [29]. Additionally, 1:4 was considered to be optimum ratio in inclusion 
complexes for solubility enhancement since the highest solubility is observed at 1:4 molar ratio for g CD ICs. 

 
Figure 5. Fold increase in water solubility of RSV with β CD ICs and g CD ICs (mean ± SD, n = 3), * p < 
0.05. 

The drug loading efficiency % values were found 99.8 ± 0.81 (at 1:1), 99.4 ± 2.49 (at 1:2), 99.9 ± 1.33 (at 
1:4) for βCD ICs and 100.7 ± 1.67 (at 1:1), 101.8 ± 0.91 (at 1:2), 100.6 ± 2.23 (at 1:4) for g CD ICs. As a result, 
high drug loading efficiency with more than 99.41 % RSV entrapment was achieved for all ICs. 

2.4. In-Vitro Dissolution Study 

The dissolution profile of the pure RSV and ICs examined at pH 6.6 citrate buffer at 50 rpm for 1 hour 
according to RSV tablet USP monograph. The percantage cummulative dissolved RSV from pure RSV, β CD 
ICs and g CD ICs were presented in Fig. 6. Due to the amorphous solid form of RSV as evidenced by the DSC 
thermogram, the dissolution rate of pure RSV was observed relatively lower than ICs. The Pure RSV 
dissolution rate increased from 59.68% to 91.76% in the one hour period from the first time point. Compared 
with pure RSV, all the prepared ICs enhanced the dissolution rates irrespective of CD type and molar ratio. 
Especially in the first release minutes, dissolution rate is obviously faster for the all ICs. Thus all ICs 
demonstrated an improved immediate release profile due to the complexation with hydrogen bonds 
between drug and CDs that increases solubility of the drug and leads to rapid drug release by reducing the 
particle size to the molecular level and increasing the surface area. [30, 31].  Therefore, the enhancement in 
the dissolution rate indicates a successful complex formation between the drug and CD. In case of multiple 
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point comparison of dissolution profile of both g and β ICs, g CD ICs showed higher drug release than β CD 
ICs. Insomuch that, at the molar ratios of 1:2 and 1:4, RSV release was almost completed in the 5th minute. 
Moreover, just as the solubility improved in relation to the g CD molar ratio in the solubility study, RSV 
dissolution rates also reasonably increased with g CD molar ratio. Particularly g CD ICs at 1:4 ratio released 
the highest RSV with 95.12 % at 3 min and 100% completion in 15 min whereas pure RSV dissolved 59.68% 
at 3 min. Observing g CD molar ratio-dependent increase in both solubility and dissolution rate results 
supported the idea of noninclusion complexes and complex aggregates formations for g CD ICs. 

 
Figure 6. Dissolution profiles of (a) pure RSV and β CD ICs (b) RSV and g CD ICs at pH 6.6 citrate buffer 
(mean ± SD, n = 3)  

Calculated dissolution efficiencies at 10 min (DE10), 30 min (DE30) and 60 min (DE60) of RSV and all 
ICs were exhibited in Figure 7. At 10 min time points, all ICs revealed a significant increase in DE over pure 
RSV (p<0.05), and this increase persisted at 30 minutes except for Beta 1:2 ICs. Since high solubility values 
were attained at the 60th minute, no difference was observed between RSV and ICs DE values at this time 
point (p>0.05).  Comparing the dissolution efficiency data turned out once more that enhanged dissolution 
rate with ICs was especially prominent at the beginning of dissolution. In general, β CD ICs demonstrated a 
slight lower improvement in dissolution efficiency than g CD ICs. Higher dissolution efficiency could be 
obtained by converting RSV into a more soluble, amorphous and wetting-ability form after inclusion 
complexation [32]. Thus the more enhancement in the dissolution rates for g CD ICs could be attributed to 
the higher RSV solubility results. As an outcome, the dissolution capacity of β CD was found to be lower for 
a poorly aqueous soluble drug, RSV as previously reported in a different poorly aqueous soluble drug by 
Tang et al. [33].  

 
Figure 7. Dissolution efficiencies of RSV, β CD ICs and g CD ICs at 10 min (DE10), 30 min (DE30) and 60 
min (DE60), * p <0.05, *** p <0.001 as compared to RSV.  
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3. CONCLUSION 

In this present work, β and g cyclodextrin complexes were evaluated with different molar ratio by 
using freeze drying method in order to improve solubility and dissolution rate of a BCS Class II drug RSV. 
Considering the outcomes discussed above, it was observed that β CD and g CD formed inclusion complexes 
with RSV for all drug:CD molar ratios. The FT-IR and DSC results demonstrated the host-guest interaction 
between RSV and CDs. In addition to this, the increased RSV solubility and Ks values of ICs suggested the 
successful complexation of RSV with β CD and g CD. The solubility and dissolution results revealed that ICs 
of both CD derivatives gave a significant increase in RSV solubility and dissolution rate, also caused an 
immediate release profile. In particular, g CD ICs displayed higher improved complexation and solubility as 
well as dissolution rate than β CD ICs. Also, in line with the increasing g CD molar ratio, a better increase on 
solubility and dissolution rate were provided. Therefore, it can be concluded that g CD complexation of RSV 
is more appropriate for improving the RSV solubility and consequently its bioavailability. 

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.1. Materials 

Rosuvastatin calcium was given as a kind gift by ILKO Pharmaceuticals to be used in our research 
studies. β CD and g CD (β CD and g CD) were purchased from from Wacker Chemie AG as pharmaceutical 
grade products (Cavamax® W7 Pharma and Cavamax ® W8 Pharma). All other reagents were of analytical 
grade and purified water was used throughout the study. 

4.2. Phase Solubility Studies 

Phase solubility studies were carried out in aqueous medium at room temperature in line with the 
method reported by Higuchi and Connors [18]. Briefly, excess amount of RSV was added to 2 ml aqueous 
solution containing increasing concentrations of β CD or g CD 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 mM. Three parallel 
measurements were performed at all CD concentration points. In order to reach equilibrium, obtained 
suspensions were stirred on a horizontal shaker at 300 rpm for 48 hours at room temperature. After 48 h, the 
suspensions were sequentially centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes, then the supernatants were filtered 
through 0.45 µm PTFE syringe filter. Appropriately diluted RSV concentrations were measured 
spectrophotometrically in a Shimadzu UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV-1800) at 240 nm. The phase solubility 
diagram of RSV in aqueous solution was generated by plotting the measured RSV concentration (mM) 
against the CD concentration (mM). The apparent stability constants, Ks were calculated from the phase 
solubility diagram by using Equation (1) assuming 1:1 complex formation at each point. The slope values in 
the equation were obtained from the initial linear line of the phase solubility diagram and experimentally 
determined the intrinsic solubility of RSV in an aqueous solution without CDs was represented as S0. 

Ks=slope/[S0(1-slope)]                                                  (Eq.1) 

4.3. Preparation of Inclusion Complexes and Physical Mixture 

ICs of RSV were prepared with β CD and g CD by the freeze-drying method at different RSV:CD 
molar ratios of 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4. Inclusion complexations were named according to the CD type and molar 
ratio of RSV:CD, as Gama 1:1, Gama 1:2 and Gama 1:4 for g CD ICs; as Beta 1:1, Beta 1:2 and Beta 1:4 for β 
CD ICs. Firstly β CD or g CD was dissolved in 10 mL purified water at specified molar ratio and room 
temperature. Afterwards the stoichiometric amounts of RSV CD was added to the CD solution and stirred 
on a magnetic stirrer at 500 rpm for 24h. The obtained solutions were filtered with a 0.45 µm PTFE syringe 
filter and then frozen at −20 °C overnight. The completely frozen aqueous solution were freeze dried at −80 
°C for 48 h using a lyophilizer (Martin Christ Freeze-dryer Gamma 1-16 LSCplus, Germany). The resulting 
solid ICs were stored in an airtight colored bottle at +4-8°C in a refrigerator until use. The physical mixtures 
(PM) were freshly prepared by mixing RSV and CDs weighed in corresponding stoichiometric amounts (1:1 
molar ratio) in a ceramic mortar [27]. 
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4.4. Physicochemical Characterization 

ICs was characterized physicochemically by fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and Differential 
Scanning Calorimetry to ensure inclusion complexation and stability of the complex between RSV and β CD 
and g CD. DSC thermograms and FT-IR spectrums of rosuvastatin, β and g CDs alone as well as all ICs and 
physical mixtures were taken separately. 

4.4.1. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis 

Thermal analysis is performed with the a differential scanning calorimeter (Setaram DSC 131). 
Samples weighing approximately 5 mg were placed in hermetically sealed aluminum crucibles. 
Thermograms are obtained in the temperature range of 20°C to 200°C by subjecting the samples to a constant 
heating rate (10 °C/min) under dynamic nitrogen gas.  

4.4.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) Analysis 

Infrared spectra of solid. samples were obtained between 4,000–400 cm−1 by using IR 
spectrophotometer (Vertex 70, Bruker, OPUS software) equipped with attenuated transmittance reflectance 
(ATR). All measurements were performed at room temperature. 

4.5. Solubilization Study 

In order to analyze the improvement in solubility of β CD and g CD with different molar ratios, 
solubility studies were performed in purified water at room temperature [33]. Excess quantities of RSV and β 
CD ICs and g CD ICs were added to 2 ml purified water in eppendorf tube. All  ICs and RSV were prepared 
in triplicate. For achieving supersaturated solutions, the suspensions were stirred at 300 rpm for 48 hours at 
room temperature on a horizontal shaker. Subsequently, the same procedures as in the phase resolution 
study were applied. To show the difference in solubility increase clearly, the fold increase values in RSV 
solubility of β CD ICs and g CD ICs were calculated following Equation (2);  

Fold increase in solubility = RSV solubility in ICs / Pure RSV solubility                                                 
(Eq.2) 

4.6. Drug Loading Efficiency 

To determine drug loading efficacy of β CD ICs and g CD ICs, all inclusion complex equivalent to 10 
mg of RSV were weighed and dissolved in 10 mL methanol. The mixture was stirred for 2 h on a horizontal 
shaker at room temperature. After that, the solution were filtered through 0.45 µm PTFE syringe filter. 
Obtained solution suitably diluted and spectrophotometricly analysed following the same procedure 
performed for the phase solubility studies. For all ICs, experiments were conducted three times. Drug 
loading efficacy was calculated from the measured RSV concentrations using the following Equation (3). 

Drug Loading Efficacy (%)=(Experimental RSV Content)/(Initial RSV Content )x100                               (Eq.3) 

4.7. In-Vitro Dissolution Study 

Dissolution studies of pure RSV and ICs were conducted according to RSV tablet USP monograph by 
using the paddle method (Apparatus 2) on dissolution tester, Pharma test PTWS 120D (Hainburg, Germany). 
The dissolution medium comprised of 900 ml of pH 6.6 citrate buffer at 37.0 ± 0.5°C with a stirring speed of 
50 rpm. 10 mg RSV and equivalent amount of ICs to 10 mg of RSV were separately added in three parallel 
dissolution vessel. At predeterminated time intervals (3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, and 60 min), 5 mL samples 
were withdrawn and replaced with equal volume of dissolution medium. All samples were filtered through 
0.45 µm PTFE syringe filter and then RSV concentrations of the filtrates were analysed with same 
spectrophotometric procedure applied for the phase solubility studies. The trapezoidal method was used to 
calculate the dissolution efficiency (DE) using Equation (4). 

𝐷𝐸 = ∫ ".$%!
"
"&''.%

	 .100%                                                                                                                                                
(Eq.4) 

where y is the percentage of dissolved drug at time t, and y100.t is the area of the rectangle 
corresponding to a complete dissolution at time t. 
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4.8. Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed via Mann Whitney U test for comparisons between independent 
groups. A p value of 0.05 or less was considered as statistically significant. All statistical analyses were 
conducted using GraphPad Prism 6.01 (GraphPad, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). 
This is an open access article which is publicly available on our journal’s website under Institutional Repository at http://dspace.marmara.edu.tr.      
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